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Abstract

The paper analyzes the impact of physicians’ altruism and motivation on the out-

comes of rank-order tournaments in healthcare, where a fixed price contract on quantity

is supplemented with a relative performance contract on quality. Our theoretical model

forecasts crowding out of most altruistic types owing to the effect of the participation

constraint. In an empirical application to the Medicare’s nationwide natural exper-

iment with a relative performance contract on quality for acute inpatient care since

2013, we observe the proof of the model’s predictions. Namely, the quality dimen-

sions, which are linked to patient’s benefit, demonstrate higher deterioration among

top-performing hospitals than other incentivized dimensions. The unintended effects

of altruism may be adjusted by the social planner through designing a revelation mech-

anism and subsidizing the altruistic types.
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1 Introduction

Public contracting with firms under asymmetric information about their technology provides

a classic example of an agency problem, where government as a principal can achieve social

optimum in terms of product’s quantity and agent’s efforts through nonlinear prices (Laffont

and Tirole (1993)).1 However, firms face a number of competing objectives, and this context

of multi-tasking may result in trade-offs between quality, quantity and efforts, especially if

demand does not respond to quality (Hölmstrom and Milgrom (1991)). A solution has been

found in incentives contracts on quality, stemming from pay-for-performance in managerial

economics. Overall, incentive contracts based on piece-rate compensation may be viewed

as a most natural application of performance-pay. However, the desirable performance level

may be unknown to the principal or subject to a common shock. Additionally, under an

asymmetric information about the link between efforts and outcomes, agents may “game”

on performance (Baker (1992)). So contests with empirically-based absolute or relative

performance standards are widely exploited as a means to solve inefficiency of incentives

contracts, particularly on the markets with a large number of agents and imprecisely known

distribution of their outcomes (Green and Stokey (1983), Hölmstrom (1982), Lazear and

Rosen (1981)). The payment mechanism has become widespread in various public sector

industries: civil service, healthcare, education, and social work.

Incentives contracts are targeted at increasing aggregate performance, which is observed

in the experimental and empirical literature (Eijkenaar et al. (2013), Houle et al. (2012)).

However, mean effect hinders heterogeneity in the responses of agents who differ in their abil-

ities. In particular, both theoretical literature and natural experiments point to deteriorating

performance of the front-runners. Theoretical explanations include motivation crowding out

owing to intrinsic behavior (Bénabou and Tirole (2006), Kreps (1997)) or conformism (Mur-

dock (2002)). Additionally, there is an issue of slacking efforts in tournaments (Prendergast

(1999)), which exacerbates in the dynamic context (Casas-Arce and Mart́ınez-Jerez (2009),

Radner (1985)). Altruistic agents, however, would be interested in a social value of their

performance per se. There is limited theoretical literature on altruism in public good games

and piece-rate incentives contracts (Makris and Siciliani (2014), Makris and Siciliani (2013),

Buurman and Dur (2012), Makris (2009)), but little is known about the influence of altruism

on the outcomes of tournaments.

This paper analyzes the impact of agent’s altruism on the effects of tournaments in health-

care, where a fixed price contract on quantity is supplemented with a relative performance

contract on quality.2 Our theoretical model predicts quality convergence, however, altruism

1A particularly notable implementation is yardstick competition – setting the cost of comparable firms
as the benchmark for a given firm (Shleifer (1985)).

2Various forms of pay-for-performance are particularly prevalent in health care, which is a classic case of
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may lead to quality decrease among subgroups of the high-performing agents. The model

exploits the Siciliani (2009) approach of adding the Bénabou and Tirole (2006) motivation

to the agent’s utility. Different from Siciliani (2009), we model a tournament instead of a

piece-rate contract and regard quality as a continuous variable.

In an empirical application to the U.S. Medicare’s nationwide natural experiment with

value-based purchasing for inpatient acute care since 2013, we focus on hospitals with top

performance and show that quality dimensions, which are not linked to patient’s benefit,

demonstrate lower quality decrease than other incentized dimensions. In other words, altru-

ism may become a reason for motivation crowding out on the healthcare market.

The novelty of our empirical approach is severalfold. Firstly, we use dynamic panel

data estimations to account for “habit-formation”. The analysis excludes “regression-to-

the-mean” effect by modelling the time-dependent long-term mean as a function of hospital

characteristics. Secondly, while previous studies exploited the data for prototypes of value-

based purchasing and concentrated on composite measures, we use longitudinal datasets on

each quality measure of all acute-care Medicare’s hospitals before and after the reform (fiscal

years 2004–2014). The data are supplemented with patient case-mix, ownership, share of

Medicare population and various hospital control variables, coming from: Medicare’s Impact

Files, Final Rules, Provider of Service Data, and Provider Utilization and Payment Data.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature

on incentives contracts and altruism in healthcare. Section 3 explains incentives regulation

for the inpatient care, as implemented in the U.S. within Medicare’s value-based purchasing.

Section 4 provides theoretical model, predicting heterogeneous effects of uneven tournaments

with altruism, and describes econometric methodology for estimating dynamic panel data

models with endogeneity. Section 5 outlines the data. Section 6 presents the results of

the estimations, and the discussion is given in Section 7. The economic and behavioral

evidence on existence of altruism in healthcare, the price-setting within Meicare’s value-

based purchasing and history of incentives contracts on the U.S. healthcare market are given

in the Appendices.

an industry with an asymmetric information and physician-agency problem.
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2 Related literature

2.1 Tournaments as incentives contracts

The origins of incentives regulation under asymmetric information may be found in the

approach by Baron and Myerson (1982) and the yardstick competition model by Shleifer

(1985), which aim to set a benchmark for evaluating the potential for a regulated monopolistic

firm. The model establishes the fixed price contract for each firm dependent on the costs

of similar firms and independent of the firm’s own price. Laffont and Tirole (1986) extend

the approach to the case when a firm’s cost-reducing efforts are not observed. The authors

propose a cost-sharing contract: a lump-sum transfer and a fraction of actually incurred

costs. The contract allows for risk sharing under uncertainty about the firm’s costs.

If quality and output are independent objectives, quality may be treated as an additional

output in the framework of the multi-product firm (Laffont and Tirole (1990)) and the same

model may be used. However, quality and output are likely to be dependent. Therefore,

the incentives for quality enhancement and cost-reducing efforts should be analyzed in their

totality as interrelated objectives of a multi-task agency problem (Hölmstrom and Milgrom

(1991)). In this regard, Laffont and Tirole (1993) investigate the influence of quality on

the power of incentive schemes and discover differential results depending whether quality

and quantity are net complements or net substitutes. Ma (1994) shows that a fixed price

contract leads to efficient levels of costs and quality when these are the only two objectives

of a hospital; while incentive trade-offs arise in the presence of other objectives.

A solution for dealing with such trade-offs may be discovered in incentives regulation,

related to performance pay to employees in labor contracts. At the level of pricing the

whole firm, it dates back to the early 1980s when various performance targets, often re-

lated to piece-rate pay, were employed for enhancing the quality of natural monopolies and

telecommunications (Kridel et al. (1996), Joskow and Schmalensee (1986)).

The main purpose of an incentives contract is maximization of the aggregate output (or

equivalently, aggregate effort) of several agents. The seminal paper by Lazear and Rosen

(1981) shows that rank-order tournaments are more effective than piece-rate or absolute

standard incentive contracts with two players if there is a large variance in a common shock

to agents’ productivity. The result holds in a multi-agent setting, where the use of rank-order

or relative performance tournaments is explained by nonstationary environment and (pre-

cisely) unknown distribution of an outcome (Green and Stokey (1983), Hölmstrom (1982)).

Experimental literature supports the theoretical expectations about an increasing aggregate

effort in tournaments, yet it comes at the cost of high variance (Eriksson and Villeval (2008),

Bull et al. (1987)).
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Owing to heterogeneous aptitudes, more capable agents are likely to demonstrate higher

performance. So tournaments become mixed (in the terminology of Lazear and Rosen

(1981)), uneven/unfair (O’Keeffe et al. (1984)) or biased (Prendergast (1999)). If heteroge-

neous abilities are known to the principal, competitive handicaps or winner-discriminating

prizes allow for an efficient outcome of a tournament (Gürtler and Kräkel (2010), O’Keeffe

et al. (1984), Lazear and Rosen (1981)). For instance, in a real world implementation jockey’s

weight handicap decreases variation in finishing time in horse races (Lynch (2005)). How-

ever, abilities are likely to be unknown, and this explains the unintended consequences of

a tournament. Front-runners decrease their efforts owing to overconfidence in success while

underdogs get demotivated due to inevitable defeat and may engage in a risky behavior

(Eriksson et al. (2009), Prendergast (1999), Gibbs (1991), Dixit (1987), Rosen (1986)).

Loss of motivation due to abilities gap exacerbates in repeated tournaments (Ederer

(2010), Casas-Arce and Mart́ınez-Jerez (2009), Gershkov and Perry (2009), Rosen (1986)).

Indeed, dynamic tournaments are essentially agents’ bids on their current performance given

their earlier rank (Prendergast (1999)). Here, the information revelation principle of Milgrom

and Weber (1982) does not necessarily hold in multi-period setups, and efficiency of interim

public reporting for agents with heterogeneous abilities may depend on the functional form

of their disutility in effort (Aoyagi (2010)).

Examples of unintended effects of dynamic tournaments can be found in sports elimina-

tion contests: replacement of best players by the substitutes in the end of the game when

the team is evidently winning or losing (Prendergast (1999), Gibbs (1991)) and negative

incentive effects for favorites in tennis tournaments (Sunde (2009)).

2.2 Altruism in incentives contracts

Pure altruism may be defined as a concern about monetary benefits of others, and is modeled

through entering welfare of others into agent’s utility function (Becker (1976)). An extension

of impure (“warm-glow”) altruism deals with the act of giving by itself, rather than the

welfare gain of a reciprocal (Andreoni (1989)).

Theoretical analyses of the effects of piece-rate incentives contracts on street-level bu-

reaucrats, general practitioners or hospitals reveal that pure altruism3 causes motivation

crowding in for the best-performers (Buurman and Dur (2012), Siciliani (2009)). It should

be noted that incentives contracts with organizations are often linked to public reporting

and enhanced competition,4 so quality may increase through extra stimuli to low quality/low

3Towards the benefits of clients and equivalently, towards the performance of the agent per se
4Incentive contract on quality may not even be directly monetized, so quality advancement happens owing

to behavioral aspects related to reputation, signaling and non-price competition for clients. For example,
“Advancing Quality Initiative” at hospitals in the North West of England consists solely of disclosing in-
formation on various quality dimensions, and awards are essentially a recognition of hospital’s/physician’s
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altruism agents, who are forced to raise quality to catch up with agents of a high quality/high

altruism type (Kairies-Schwartz (2014)). Front-runner crowding in may offset negative effects

of potential crowding out owing to extrinsic motivation (Siciliani (2009)).

2.3 Application to healthcare markets

Agents

The market for healthcare is centered on consumers, who incur a risk of getting sick and

receive a benefit B from healthcare in case of illness (Ellis and McGuire (1986)). Benefit

may be viewed as the overall increase in patient’s health (e.g. in terms of quality-adjusted

life years), distributed with a given pdf and independent from hospital’s efforts (De Fraja

(2000)).5 Similarly, benefit may be taken equivalently to an amount of health or quantity of

healthcare, produced by physicians in the course of healthcare treatment (Bardey and Lesur

(2006), Lee (1995)). While benefit commonly enters the welfare function as it is, it may come

in a form of an increasing function v(β), not necessarily equivalent to β (De Fraja (2000)).

Benefit is implicitly monetized and enters the utility or value functions in the same units as

does the cost function. Bardey and Lesur (2006) explicitly phrase that benefit is a financial

equivalent of the healthcare, supplied by physician. In a medical sense physician’s concern

about patient’s benefit as well as physician’s being a perfect agent to a patient implies supply

of healthcare in the interest of patient’s health and well-being, despite economic or other

matters of physician or patient (Lee (1995), Emanuel and Emanuel (1992)).

The suppliers are hospitals, also called healthcare providers. Hospitals are viewed as

profit maximizers even if they have a nonprofit status.6 Healthcare services is offered by

physicians, who are employed by hospitals,7 are interested in hospital’s profits but also,

according to the plausible assumptions by Arrow (1963) and Newhouse (1970)8 show at

least some degree of ethical behavior (altruism)9 and motivation (pride).10

Physician’s/hospital’s social preferences on the healthcare market are commonly ana-

lyzed in terms of altruism towards patients: physician’s concern about patient’s benefit, i.e.

health and well-being (McGuire (2000), Lee (1995), Emanuel and Emanuel (1992), Ellis and

achievement (National Health Service (2015)).
5Here efforts are treated as intrinsic efficiency.
6Nonprofit hospitals may add financial surplus to their reserves, or regard it as non-pecuniary compen-

sation (Brekke et al. (2012), Siciliani (2006), Jack (2005), Chalkley and Malcomson (1998), Dranove and
White (1994)).

7Hospitals here include physician groups and individual practices.
8See review on medical ethics and physician objectives in McGuire (2000).
9Kessel (1958) focuses on physician’s price discrimination in the interest of the poor, which is similar to

the presence of the altruistic behavior for price-taking physicians.
10May be viewed synonymous (e.g. Siciliani et al. (2013)) or may be separated into altruism per se and

motivation, aimed at sustaining the level of reputation.
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McGuire (1986)). The type of altruism is commonly agent’s private information, however, it

may be revealed owing to a high altruism-high quality link (Kairies-Schwartz (2014), Brekke

et al. (2012)) or through a menu of linear contracts which are characterized by the degree of

cost-sharing (Jack (2005)). Consequently, the benefit to patient B or the overall consumer

utility (Siciliani et al. (2013)) come into physicians’ objective function11 with a certain factor

θ ∈ [0, 1]. Altruistic component may be added to the objective function of a hospital if it

is analyzed as a single agent. It should be noted that the quantity of healthcare by ethical

suppliers exceeds a certain benchmark (Ma and McGuire (1997)) and the quality – must

be above a certain “malpractice” threshold, set by the regulator (Siciliani et al. (2013)). A

review on existence of altruism in healthcare is given in Appendix A.

Contracts

A simplified framework delegates suppliers all decisions about the quantity and quality, and

fully insured consumers turn for healthcare once they get sick12 and accept all the treatment

(Ellis and McGuire (1986)). The contract is essentially a price schedule targeted at stimu-

lating optimal quantity/quality of services and/or agent’s cost-reducing efforts. Additional

issues may include hospital’s competition for physicians13 or patients,14 and price-adjustment

owing to asymmetry of patient types (Miraldo et al. (2011), Chalkley and Khalil (2005)).15

Incentives regulation on the healthcare markets requires the identification of products

and determination of a reasonable cost for each product. This is accomplished with the help

of a restricted number of medically justified groups (diagnosis-related groups, DRGs), with

a statistically stable distribution of resource consumption within each group (Thompson

et al. (1979)). This classification is a core part of a prospective payment system (PPS) –

a method of reimbursement that provides fixed payments for a patient with a given DRG.

Piloted in New Jersey in the 1980s and then applied to all Medicare hospitals in the United

States, this approach has been adopted in most health care systems. It may be noted that

such average cost pricing is a version of yardstick competition, when lump-sum transfers

are unavailable. The contract has been expanded to a more efficient cost-sharing principle,

which allows incorporating outlier cases: a fixed price and a fraction of actually incurred

11Ellis and McGuire (1990) show that benefit to patient in physician’s objective function may be viewed
as a Roth-Nash solution to a physician-patient cooperative game on the quantity of healthcare.

12See RAND health insurance experiment-related literature on demand for healthcare and its major de-
terminants.

13Where physician has a certain degree of altruism and an inclination to provide a certain quantity of
services, e.g. Ellis and McGuire (1986)

14The Hotelling (1929) quality competition, e.g. Brekke et al. (2012) or dumping certain diagnoses/cream-
skimming as in Barros (2003).

15Heterogeneity in health status due to severity of their illnesses, potentially even within homogeneously
defined diagnosis groups.
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costs (Laffont and Tirole (1993)).

Regarding incentives contracts, a piece-rate pay-for-performance (also called “payment

by results”) started with quality measures for family practices in the U.K. These targets

were established in 2004 and covered patient experience of care, management of chronic

diseases and practice organization (Campbell et al. (2009)). Rank-order tournaments have

been later applied for acute-inpatient care: for instance, length-of-stay relative performance

in Japan (since 2003) and benchmarking with inpatient quality measures in the U.S. (piloted

in 2006). Overall, health care attracts attention in terms of incentives contracts, owing to the

large share of public expenditures and the presence of welfare issues, demanding regulation

(Chalkley and Malcomson (2000)).

Incentive contracts generally enhance the aggregate level of performance in healthcare

(Eijkenaar et al. (2013), Houle et al. (2012), Moreno-Serra and Wagstaff (2010)), how-

ever, the observed mean effect hinders differential responses by under-performing and over-

performing agents. In particular, hospitals already above the target may not have enough

incentives for improvement (Nawata and Kawabuchi (2013), Ryan et al. (2012), Besstremyan-

naya and Shapiro (2012), Werner et al. (2011), Miraldo et al. (2011), Grabowski et al.

(2011), Mannion et al. (2008), Doran et al. (2008), Lindenauer et al. (2007), Rosenthal

et al. (2005)).

Effect of altruism

Heterogeneous altruism is expected to cause differential dynamics under piece-rate contracts:

higher piece-rate increases performance of agents with low and high altruism, while agents

with medium altruism are subject to motivation crowding out (Siciliani (2009)). Kaarboe and

Siciliani (2011) shows that only intermediate values of altruism allow implementing the first

best under piece-rate incentives contracts and multitasking, where the price for verifiable

dimensions of quality is related to consumer’s marginal benefit. Agent’s heterogeneity in

altruism is also related to socially optimal price-setting in piece-rate contracts (Makris and

Siciliani (2014)).

Laboratory experiments have mixed results about altruism and outcomes of incentives

contracts on the healthcare markets. For instance, Green (2014) demonstrates a certain

crowding out effect under piece-rate incentives contracts, which supplement cost-based or

fixed-price pay. The experimental study by Keser et al. (2014), however, does not discover

adverse selection owing to piece-rate incentives contracts combined with cost-based remu-

neration. The difference in results may relate to varying setups. Keser et al. (2014) use the

Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011) experiment design, which is specific to healthcare and is di-

rectly linked to benefits for real patients. At the same time, Green (2014) defines healthcare

treatment as physicians’ correction of mistakes in the course of proofreading patients’ essays,
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where correct or wrong edits are interpreted as beneficial or harmful care (i.e. leading to

monetary gains or losses by subjects, who represent patients).

3 Medicare’s incentive contract

Value-based purchasing, started in fiscal year 2013, applies to discharges within the inpatient

prospective payment system for acute-care Medicare’s hospitals (with an exception of two

states: Puerto Rico and Maryland). The reform decreases Medicare’s DRG-based payment

to each hospital by a factor α and redistributes the accumulated fund. The adjustment

coefficient γ is calculated as:

γi = 1 +
(
s
tpsi
100
− 1
)
· α, (1)

where i is the index for hospital, tpsi is hospital’s total performance score (0 ≤ tpsi ≤ 100)

and s is the slope of a linear exchange function (s = 1.93621799 for 2013, s = 2.0961880387

for 2014 and s = 2.5801048882 for 2015).16 Hospitals with γi < 1 suffer a loss, while

γi > 1 implies that hospitals are rewarded under the reform. The factor α is uniform across

hospitals: α = 0.01 in 2013 and is annually increased by 0.0025 in 2014-2017.

In our analysis we regard the participation in the reform as a predetermined variable.17

Indeed, there are eligibility criteria: 1) at least 100 surveys on the patient experience of health

care; 2) data on at least 4 measures of clinical process of care, with at least 10 respondents

on each measure.

Additionally, there is an issue of non-compliance: out of hospitals eligible for the reform,

96% submitted data in the pre-reform year, 89% joined in the first year (2013), and 92%

joined in the second year (2014). Non-compliance is not directly related to hospital size

or other observable characteristics but rather linked to hospital’s managerial practices and

desire to exert quality improving efforts (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (2007)).

The total performance score is a weighted average of the scores for several domains:

1. Clinical process of care (12-13 measures).

16Concerning the slope s, hospitals performing below the national mean of tps are financially punished
under s = 2. However, the values of s and tps are forecasts based on the sample of hospitals in the baseline
periods (e.g. Jul 2009–Mar 2010 is exploited for fiscal year 2013). Establishing s slightly above 2 may be
explained by an increase in the number of data-reporting hospitals, whose tps may not have been present in
the baseline period but on average is expected to be higher than the historic mean.

17Although participation (and eligibility) for the reform are weakly correlated with the hospital size in
FY2013, hospital size would be an insufficient proxy under a potential use of an instrumental variable
approach. Indeed, there is no dependency between hospital size and compliance in FY2014. Moreover, we
do not observe any “scale” economy in terms of quality performance and hospital size. In fact, compliers
have slightly lower scores for most quality measures, but differences between compliers and non-compliers
are statistically insignificant.
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Each measure is the percent of patient cases, for which the corresponding clinical

requirement is satisfied (i.e. certain type of therapy provided within a given time

interval).

2. Patient experience of care (8 measures).

Each measure is the percent of discharged patients who gave the most positive (“top-

box”) response to the corresponding question (e.g. communication with doctors,

nurses, medical staff, assessment of cleanness and quietness of hospital environment).

3. Outcome of care (3-5 measures, domain added in 2014).

Measures of outcome of care are 30-day mortality rates (hazard rates) for patients with

each of the three conditions: AMI, heart failure and pneumonia.

4. Efficiency (1 measure – Medicare spending per beneficiary, domain added in 2014).

The domain score is the sum of the scores for each measure. The score for each measure

m is computed as the maximum of points for hospital’s improvement and achievement.

Achievements points ami (0 ≤ ami ≤ 10) are assigned with a stepwise function, which

positions hospital within the empirical distribution of a quality measure:

ami =


10, if ymi ≥ mb

Round

[
9(ymi −ma)

mb −ma

+ 0.5

]
, if ma ≤ ymi < mb

0, if ymi < ma

where ymi is the value of measure m for hospital i in the current period, mb is benchmark,

ma is achievement threshold for measure m. The benchmark and achievement threshold are

respectively set as the mean of the top decile (or 95–th percentile) and the median in the

empirical distribution of ym, according to the survey in the baseline period.

The pricing schedule includes improvement points, they are irrelevant for the front-

runner hospitals, i.e. hospitals with at least 9 achievement points out of 10 (see Appendix

B for details about price-setting in value-based purchasing and Appendix D for the history

of incentives contracts on the U.S. healthcare market).
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4 Model

4.1 Overview

The model in this paper equates physicians who actually offer medical services and hospital

as an agency. The incentives of physicians, however, are not directly related to pay-for-

performance incentives schemes. Nonetheless, we rely on the changes in the management

of Medicare’s hospitals, which bridge the gap between hospital’s and physicians’ incentives:

hospital boards pay attention to public reporting of quality performance, review the relative

assessment of their hospital and stimulate quality improvement (Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services (2007)).

In our model agents have a type-specific altruism θ with pdf f(θ). The parameter θ would

be homogeneous only in the industries with strict social norms (Makris and Siciliani (2013)),

so we follow the approach which differentiates between agents with high/low altruism or

consider a continuous case of θ ∈ [θ, θ̂] (Liu and Ma (2013), Makris and Siciliani (2013),

Siciliani (2009), Siciliani (2007), Jack (2005)). Agents have an additively separable welfare

function with respect to patient’s health (i.e. benefit B) and wealth (in terms of hospital’s net

profit) – this assumption, shared by the theoretical literature, comes from Blomqvist (1997)

and is explained by avoiding extra complexity of analysis due to cross-effects of health and

welfare (Bardey and Lesur (2006)). Agent’s program in presence of the altruism is amended

by reservation utility or limited liability constraint: physician/hospital agree to a contract if

their utility is above a certain reservation utility level U0 ≥ 0 (Makris and Siciliani (2013),

Jack (2005)). Indeed, unlimited altruism may lead to the bankruptcy of a hospital.18

We model tournament by introducing a linear pricing rule, which rewards/punishes the

agents for quality q above/below the standard q0. Since q0 and performance of each agent are

publicly reported, we exploit the Siciliani (2009) approach of adding the Bénabou and Tirole

(2006) motivation to the agent’s utility. However, different from Siciliani (2009), we focus on

a tournament and distinguish between quantity and quality. This accounts for a combination

of a yardstick competition with quality taxation, as implemented in Medicare’s value-based

purchasing. In a continuous version of the model we replace an incentives parameter V in

the Bénabou and Tirole (2006) framework by a function V (q), such as V (q̃) = 0, Vq > 0

and Vqq ≤ 0. The approach allows for a positive and negative reputation, which differs from

Siciliani (2009). Note that patients may distinguish between the standard q0 and their own

perception of the reputation-related quality q̃, so the two values need not coincide.

18A limited liability form of the minimum profit constraint (Makris and Siciliani (2013), Bardey and Lesur
(2006)) equates π0 = 0. It should be noted that owing to intrinsic character of medical profession, π0 maybe
a certain negative number, not very large in the absolute value (Choné and Ma (2011)). Liu and Ma (2013)
use the term “minimum income” constraint for the Choné and Ma (2011) formulation.
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The continuous treatment variable t enables analyzing agent’s behavior under anticipa-

tion of the reform (i.e. with 0 < t < 1). For simplicity the model centers upon a fixed price

contract. However, it can be generalized to a cost-sharing contract by replacing a fixed price

A by a two-part tariff A+ bC(q), where C(q) is the cost function and 0 ≤ b ≤ 1.

4.2 Altruism and motivation

The approach in the discrete version of the model is based on the Siciliani (2009) formulation

of the Bénabou and Tirole (2006) intrinsic motivation approach: an agent with quantity

above a benchmark q̃ derives a fixed utility of good reputation under an incentives contract

and has a linear disutility, proportional to monetary reward for quality. The major differences

in our study are as follows. While Siciliani (2009) analyzes piece-rate pay for absolute

performance, we model contracts on relative performance. Additionally, Siciliani (2009)

focuses on the change in piece price for quality within the pay-for-performance contract,

while our objective is comparative statics under a changeover from a prospective pay to

pay-for-performance in the form of a tournament.

Hospital’s profit is defined as

π = A+ At(−α + p(q − q0))− C(q) (2)

where t ∈ [0,+∞) is a treatment variable (incentives contract), A is fix pay, q0 ≥ 0 is the

absolute standard, so that agents with quality above/below the threshold are subject to a

reward/penalty under incentives contract, α is the maximal value of loss and p is the piece-

rate for quality q, C(q) is the cost function with Cq > 0, Cqq > 0, and C(0) = Cq(0) = 0.

Hospital’s objectives are own profit and altruistic concern about patient’s benefit, so

U = π + θB(q). Following Ellis and McGuire (1986), we assume that Bq > 0, Bqq ≤ 0. The

third derivatives equal zero (Laffont and Tirole (1993)).

The key feature of the model in this paper is the participation constraint π ≥ 0: hospital

chooses quality level q so that the hospital’s profits were non-negative. Given the profit

function is strictly concave, the set Q of q which satisfy the participation constraint is either

empty or constitutes a segment [
¯
q(t), q̄(t)].

Note that the inequality π ≥ 0 simplifies to A−C(q) ≥ 0 under t = 0, which means that

the set Q is non-empty. So, using the continuity argument we conclude that the solution of

hospital’s maximization problem exists for t ∈ [0, t̄] (where t̄ can be infinite).

The interior solution for the problem of maxq U in absence of motivation is given by

max
q
A+ At(−α + p(q − q0))− C(q) + θB(q)

s.t.π ≥ 0
(3)
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q∗(θ, t) comes from the FOC:

Atp+ θBq = Cq (4)

The zero-profit equation may have two solutions: q(t) and q̄(t). Comparing (4) with the

condition for the profit maximization (Atp = Cq) and using the fact that B(q) is an increasing

concave function, we conclude that q∗(θ, t) is greater than the profits maximizing value for

θ > 0. So the left limit
¯
q(t) is not binding.

Consider the zero-profit equation:

A+ At(−α + p(q − q0))− C(q) = 0. (5)

Owing to the implicit function theorem

∂q̄(t)

∂t
=
A(p(q̄ − q0)− α)

Cq − Atp
.

q̄(t) lies to the right of the value of q that maximizes the profits π, therefore the denominator

in (5) is positive. So, we can see that: (i) q̄(t) decreases in t if the values of the absolute

standard q0 or α are sufficiently large, (ii) otherwise q̄(t) increases in t. For the rest of the

paper we assume that the case (i) holds, as the values in Medicare’s contract correspond to

this case.

The right limit q̄(t) can be binding for sufficiently high values of θ. Define θ̌(t) as the

value for which q∗(θ, t) = q̄(t) and assume that θ̌(t) < θ̄.

The second order condition implies that θBqq − Cqq < 0.19 Using the implicit function

theorem to differentiate q∗ in t and θ, we obtain comparative statics:20

∂q∗

∂t
= − Ap

θBqq − Cqq
≥ 0 (6)

∂2q∗

∂t∂θ
=

ApBqq

(θBqq − Cqq)2
≤ 0 (7)

Result 1: The partial derivative of the optimal quality in t is non-negative because of

the second order condition. So, given an interior solution, there is a quality increase under

incentives contract t.

Result 2: Altruism decelerates quality increase, since the mixed partial derivative of the

optimal quality in t and θ is non-positive.

19The SOC holds automatically if θ ≥ 0, since Cqq > 0 and Bqq ≤ 0.

20The third derivatives are zero, so terms
∂q∗

∂θ
θBqqq and −∂q

∗

∂θ
Cqqq are not added to Bqq as factors of Ap

in the numerator of (7).
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Note that since
∂q∗

∂θ
= − Bq

θBqq − Cqq
≥ 0,

the optimum quality is higher for higher altruism.

Now we follow Siciliani (2009) to add the discrete motivation component to the linearly

separable utility function of an agent under the assumptions: 1) the reputation is associated

with quality above a certain benchmark value q̃ ≥ 0, 2) the optimal value of quality q∗(θ̄, t) ≥
q̃, so group with q∗(θ, t) ≥ q̃ is nonempty, 3) there exists θ̂(t), so that U(θ̂, q∗(θ̂, t))−U(θ̂, q̃) =

(V −wp)t , where q∗(θ̃, t) = q̃. In our application the reputation is observed under non-zero

values of the reform parameter t, so the full utility function becomes:

U = π + θB(q) + 1(q > q̃)(V − wp)t (8)

where 0 ≤
¯
θ ≤ θ ≤ θ̄ is the parameter of altruism with pdf f(θ), V is a constant, reflecting

utility of high reputation, w is marginal disutility of monetary reward (coming from the

Bénabou and Tirole (2006) model).

Compute total amount of quality:

Q =

θ̂(t)∫
¯
θ

q∗(θ, t)f(θ)dθ +

θ̃(t)∫
θ̂(t)

q̃f(θ)dθ +

θ̌(t)∫
θ̃(t)

q∗(θ, t)f(θ)dθ +

θ̄∫
θ̌(t)

q̄(t)f(θ)dθ (9)

Here we use the fact that q∗ < q̃ is chosen by hospitals with θ(t) ∈ [
¯
θ, θ̂(t)), q∗ = q̃ is

provided by hospitals with θ(t) ∈ [θ̂(t), θ̃(t)], while hospitals with θ(t) ∈ (θ̃(t), θ̌(t)) have

q∗ > q̃ (Siciliani (2009)). The remaining hospitals have θ(t) > θ̌(t) and choose q̄(t) owing to

the participation constraint. (They would like to choose q∗(θ(t), t) > q̄(t) but this leads to

negative profits).
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Using Leibnitz integral rule and differentiating Q in t we obtain:

dQ

dt
=

θ̂(t)∫
¯
θ

∂q∗(θ, t)

∂t
f(θ)dθ + q∗(θ̂(t), t)f(θ̂(t))

∂θ̂(t)

∂t

+ q̃f(θ̃(t))
∂θ̃(t)

∂t
− q̃f(θ̂(t))

∂θ̂(t)

∂t

+

θ̌(t)∫
θ̃(t)

∂q∗(θ, t)

∂t
f(θ)dθ − q∗

(
θ̃(t), t

)
f(θ̃(t))

∂θ̃(t)

∂t
+ q∗(θ̌(t), t)f(θ̌(t))

∂θ̌(t)

∂t

+

θ̄∫
θ̌(t)

∂q̄(t)

∂t
f(θ)dθ − q̄(t)f(θ̌(t))

∂θ̌(t)

∂t
(10)

where each line corresponds to each summand in equation (9).

Terms q∗(θ̃(t), t))f(θ̃(t))
∂θ̃(t)

∂t
and q̃f(θ̃(t))

∂θ̃(t)

∂t
cancel out by definition of θ̃(t). Simi-

larly, terms q∗(θ̌(t), t))f(θ̌(t))
∂θ̌(t)

∂t
and q̄f(θ̌(t))

∂θ̌(t)

∂t
cancel out by definition of θ̌(t). So

dQ

dt
=

θ̂(t)∫
¯
θ

∂q∗(θ, t)

∂t
f(θ)dθ +

θ̌(t)∫
θ̃(t)

∂q∗(θ, t)

∂t
f(θ)dθ +

θ̄∫
θ̌(t)

∂q̄(t)

∂t
f(θ)dθ

+ [q∗(θ̂(t), t)− q̃]f(θ̂(t))
∂θ̂(t)

∂t
(11)

Applying the implicit function theorem to

U(θ̂, q∗(θ̂, t))− U(θ̂, q̃)− (V − wp)t = 0 (12)

we get
∂θ̂

∂t
=
Ap(q̃ − q∗(θ̂(t), t)) + (V − wp)

B(q∗(θ̂(t), t))−B(q̃)
(13)
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Therefore, the change in quality simplifies to

dQ

dt
=

θ̂(t)∫
¯
θ

∂q∗(θ, t)

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
+

f(θ)dθ +

θ̌(t)∫
θ̃(t)

∂q∗(θ, t)

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
+

f(θ)dθ +

θ̄∫
θ̌(t)

∂q̄(t)

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
−

f(θ)dθ

+

(
q̃ − q∗(θ̂(t), t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

+

)
f(θ̂(t))

B(q̃)−B(q∗(θ̂(t), t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
+

[
Ap

(
q̃ − q∗(θ̂(t), t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

+

)
+ (V − wp︸ ︷︷ ︸

−

)

]

Result 3: Hospitals with θ ∈ [
¯
θ, θ̂(t)] and θ ∈ [θ̃(t), θ̌(t)] increase their quality, and

hospitals with θ ∈ (θ̌(t), θ̄] decrease their quality. Additionally, there is a change in the

number of hospitals on the interval (θ̂(t), θ̃(t)), as its limit points depend on t. For instance,

θ̂(0) < θ̂(1), so some of the former hospitals with q̃ now provide q∗ < q̃. At the same time,

θ̃(0) > θ̃(1) and some hospitals with q̃ now provide q∗ > q̃. In other words, there is a

certain convergence: quality goes up at the lowest tail of the distribution of altruism where

θ ∈ [θ, θ̂(t′)] and a part of the highest tail with θ ∈ [θ̃(t′), θ̌(t′)]. Quality may decrease for

medium types of altruism, where θ ∈ [θ̂(t), θ̂(t′)]. Finally, owing to participation constraint,

quality goes down for the highest types: θ ∈ [ ˜̃θ(t′), θ̄].

Regarding the net aggregate effect, if [Ap(q̃ − q∗(θ̂(t), t)) + (V − wp)] is negative and

rather large in absolute terms, the third and the forth summand in (14) may be larger than

the first two positive summands. So the total effect of the incentives contract for all hospitals

would be negative. Figure 1 below illustrates this result.

am
ou

n
t
of

ca
re

q

altruism θθ θ̄θ̂(t) θ̂(t′) θ̃(t)θ̃(t′) θ̌(t)θ̌(t′) ˜̃
θ

q̃

q̄(t)

q̄(t′)

Figure 1: Optimal amount of care under the changeover from policy t (solid line)
to t′ (dotted line)
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4.3 Empirical approach

4.3.1 Dynamic panel data model

The empirical analysis exploits dynamic panel data models for hospital quality measures,

with a binary treatment variable for the tournament-type incentives contracts. The use of

the dynamic models is explained by the conjecture that a hospital strongly adheres to its

practice patterns. Consequently, the value of each quality measure depends on its values in

the previous periods.

The data is likely to exhibit mean reversion as there are strong peer effects leading to

a dissemination of the quality-enhancing practices (Damberg et al. (2014)). To separate

the reform effect and the potential mean reversion, we distinguish the pre-treatment and

post-treatment long-term means in the autocorrelation models. Furthermore, the long-term

means are explicitly modeled as functions of hospital’s characteristics.

We extend the autocorrelation specification of Hamilton (1994), assuming there are two

distinct long-term means in the pre-reform and post-reform periods, and allowing each long-

term mean to be a function of hospital variables x. Denote x̃it = [xit1(t ≥ t0),xit1(t < t0)],

where t0 is the year of incentizing the given quality measure y through a contract and x is

a vector of hospital control variables, which does not include a constant.

We study the dynamics of each quality measure separately and focus on the treatment

effect of the reform for the groups of hospitals. In particular, the top decile and percentiles

95−100 approximate the groups of front-runner agents.

The analysis is based on the second-order21 autocorrelation model:

yit − x̃tβ − µ = α1(yi,t−1 − x̃i,t−1β − µ) + α2(yi,t−1 − x̃i,t−1β − µ)rit

+ α3(yi,t−2 − x̃i,t−2β − µ) + α4(yi,t−2 − x̃i,t−2β − µ)rit

+ x̃itγ + x̃i,t−1ritδ + θrit + x̃i,t−2ritλ+ x̃i,t−2κ

+ νi + εit (14)

The dependent variable, yit, is quality measure, rit is the reform dummy which equals unity

if hospital i participates in value-based purchasing in year t, νi are hospital fixed effects,

εit are i.i.d. with zero mean. The terms in the third line are included for identification.

Interaction terms (yi,t−s− x̃i,t−sβ−µ)rit, s = 1, 2 capture the effect of the reform conditional

on the pre-reform value of the dependent variable.

It should be noted that we separate mean reversion owing to the incentives contract per

se (through variable r) and owing to the non-financial impact of incentives contract, such as

21According to the results of the Arrelano-Bond test, the first order lag did not allow excluding serial
correlation.
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peer-effects, public reporting etc. (through time-variable t0). When our sensitivity analysis

relaxes the assumptions about two types of mean reversion, we clearly find regression-to-

the-mean owing to t0, or both t0 and r.

For convenience we rewrite:

yit = c0 + c1yi,t−1 + c2yi,t−1rit + c3rit + x̃itc4 + x̃i,t−1c5 + x̃i,t−1c6rit

+ c7yi,t−2 + c8yi,t−2rt + x̃i,t−2c9 + x̃i,t−2c10rit + νi + εit (15)

Equation (15) is estimated using Arellano and Bover (1995)/Blundell and Bond (1998) es-

timator, with robust variance-covariance matrix (Windmeijer (2005)). The reform and its

interaction terms with x̃ and yi,t−s are treated as predetermined variables; so lagged levels

and lagged differences of yit, rit, x̃i,t−srit and yi,t−srit (s = 1, 2) are used as instruments for

the differenced equation.

Equating coefficients in (14) and (15) we obtain: β = −c5/c1 and µ = c0/(1− c1 − c7).

4.3.2 Hypotheses

We assume that altruism is heterogeneous across hospitals and the values of altruism in each

hospital are higher for quality measures, strongly associated with patient’s benefit. The data

show that quality measures of the clinical process of care domain are not linked to patient’s

health outcomes, and so physicians would not have altruistic concerns for performance on

these measures. On the other hand, patient experience of care measures would reveal more

altruism, and “nurse communication” or “discharge instructions” may not be as significant

for health outcomes as “doctor communication” or “receiving help as soon as patient wanted

it”.

The effect of the incentives contract is analyzed across different percentile groups (deciles

and percentiles 95-100). Our model demonstrates that a changeover to an incentives contract

causes quality increase in the group of agents with high performance in absence of altruism.

However, quality may not change or fall for subgroups of altruistic agents.

The average treatment effect of the reform (at group means) is estimated by setting r = 1

in (15):

τ = c3 + c2ȳt−1 + c8ȳt−2 + ¯̃xt−1c6 + ¯̃xt−2c10 (16)

We conjecture that the average treatment effect at top percentile groups would be nega-

tive for quality measures that are strongly related to patient’s benefit.

Hypothesis I: τ ≥ 0 for the measures of clinical process of care.

Hypothesis II: τ < 0 for some measures of patient experience of care at the hospitals

with the highest quality.
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5 Data

5.1 Hospital quality measures

The data for quality measures and the reform participation come from the Hospital Compare

data archive by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (November 2016 update with

data for value-based purchasing in 2013–2014). Our analysis focuses on Medicare’s acute-care

hospitals, as the incentives contract applies exclusively to this subgroup. The dichotomous

variable for reform participation equals unity in fiscal years 2013 or 2014 if a hospital is

listed as a value-based purchasing hospital in the database for the corresponding year (Table

6). We regard the reform participation as a predetermined variable. It is not directly linked

to hospital size, but is associated with hospital’s desire to invest in the resources for data

collection and data validation, along with the overall intent to focus on quality improvement

(Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (2007)).

The unit for the time period in our analysis is fiscal year. The data for most quality

measures in Hospital Compare are reported on a 12-month basis. The values of patient

experience of care (Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems,

HCAHPS) measures are updated quarterly, adding the data for the most recent quarter and

excluding the data for the earliest quarter. However, clinical process of care measures are

only updated annually. Similarly, hospital control variables are reported on fiscal year basis.

Medicare’s acute care hospitals are incentized to report the measures of clinical process

of care since 2004 and patient experience of care – since July 2007. Namely, eligible hospitals

who have sufficient number of cases but do not submit the data for the corresponding clinical

process of care or patient experience of care measure suffer 0.4 percent or 2 percent financial

losses, respectively.22 Accordingly, our analysis uses the values of the clinical process of

care/outcome of care for 2004–2014 and patient experience of care for 2007–2014.

5.2 Hospital control variables

Hospital characteristics are taken from the hospital files by Hospital Compare, which contain

variables on hospital location and ownership. The number of hospital beds, share of Medi-

care’s discharges, resident-to-bed ratio, ownership and the dichotomous variables for urban

location come from Medicare’s Impact Files. Provider of Service Data are exploited for the

variables on the history of Medicare affiliation, number of Medicare certified beds, numbers

of doctors, nurses and residents.

22Enactment of the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005, HCAHPS Fact sheet, 2012; section 501(b) of the Medi-
care Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003, Hospital Quality Initiative Overview,
2008).
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5.3 Patient control variables and risk adjustment

We take the casemix variable from the Impact Files, which supplement the Final Rules

on Medicare’s payments to each hospital for a given fiscal year. The variable reflects the

relative weight of each DRG in financial terms and is adjusted for transfers of patients across

hospitals.23 Accordingly, it enables to control for the composition of patient cases in view of

an objective link between the severity of illness and required hospital’s resources.

The disproportionate share index, coming from the Impact Files accounts the share of

Medicare and the low-income Medicaid patients. The use of the variable allows to proxy

patients’ income.

Other patient control variables are included in the original Medicare’s risk-adjustment

models as follows. The patient experience of care measures, reported by the Hospital Com-

pare, are risk adjusted within a multi-step procedure: 1) at the hospital level with coefficients

from the linear regression of the response on the major covariates, which account for patient-

mix: education, self-assessed health, time after discharge, second language, age, type of care

(maternity, surgical or medical), 2) rescaled by the overall national mean of patient-mix

across all hospitals, and 3) adjusted for mode of the survey (i.e. mail, telephone, mail

combined with telephone follow-up, and active interactive voice response, see Elliott et al.

(2009)).

The outcome of care measures are adjusted by the Centers for Medicare&Medicaid Ser-

vices for patient characteristics, related to the risks of death: age, past medical history, and

co-morbidities (Medicare.gov (2017a).

Note that the clinical process of care measures relate exclusively to the clinical condition

and, therefore, do not require risk-adjustment (Medicare.gov (2017b)).

The lists of hospital and patient control variables are motivated by results of the Centers

for Medicare and Medicaid Services (2007) interviews with hospitals and hospital associa-

tions, as well as the findings in the literature on the pilot programs (Damberg et al. (2014)).

23If a patient was transfered to/from hospital, then the transfer-adjustment factor is the lesser of one and
the value of the patient’s length of stay relative to geometric mean of national length of stay for this DRG.
See Federal Register 2011, 42 CFR, Part 412.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for Medicare’s acute-care hospitals in 2004–2014

Variable Definition Obs Mean St.Dev Min Max

Patient experience of care measures (2007–2014)

Comp-1-ap Nurses always communicated well 29790 76.532 6.606 32 100

Comp-2-ap Doctors always communicated well 29790 80.602 5.679 16 100

Comp-3-ap Patients always received help as soon as they wanted 29787 64.811 9.681 6 100

Comp-4-ap Pain was always well controlled 29768 69.538 6.087 0 100

Comp-5-ap Staff always gave explanation about medicines 29751 61.471 7.453 2 100

Comp-6-yp Yes, staff did give patients discharge information 29778 82.839 5.56 27 100

Clean-hsp-ap Room was always clean 29790 71.439 8.235 7 100

Quiet-hsp-ap Hospital always quiet at night 29789 58.587 10.808 0 100

Hrecomddy Patients who would definitely recommend the hospital 29788 69.568 10.304 2 100

Hsp-rating-910 Patients who gave hospital a rating of 9 or 10 (high) 29786 67.708 9.705 10 100

Clinical process of care measures (2004–2014)

AMI-8a Primary PCI received within 90 minutes of hospital arrival (AMI) 15681 64.033 31.72 0 99

HF-1 Discharge instructions (heart failure) 40204 65.723 31.003 0 99

PN-3b Blood cultures performed in the emergency department prior to initial

antibiotic received in hospital (pneumonia)

38722 78.361 29.583 0 99

PN-6 Initial antibiotic selection for CAP in immunocompetent patient

(pneumonia)

43281 79.369 25.113 0 99

SCIP-Card2 Surgery patients on beta-blocker therapy prior to arrival who received

a beta-blocker during the perioperative period

19970 69.944 37.196 0 99

SCIP-Inf1 Prophylactic antibiotic received within 1 hour prior to surgical incision 34581 74.212 33.152 0 99

SCIP-Inf2 Prophylactic antibiotic selection for surgical patients 28905 74.655 36.665 0 99

SCIP-Inf3 Prophylactic antibiotics discontinued within 24 hours after surgery

end time

34517 75.426 30.659 0 99

SCIP-Inf4 Cardiac surgery patients with controlled 6 A.M. postoperative blood

glucose

7536 82.945 27.142 0 99

SCIP-VTE2 Surgery patients who received appropriate venous thromboembolism

prophylaxis within 24 hours prior to surgery to 24 hours after surgery

28844 72.947 33.728 0 99

Reform dummy (2004–2014)

r =1 in 2013 or 2014 if was a value-based purchasing hospital in the

corresponding fiscal year

36082 .16 .367 0 1

Hospital characteristics (2004–2014)

public =1 if government’s hospital 36082 .181 .385 0 1

emergency =1 if emergency hospital 36082 .945 .228 0 1

urban =1 if urban hospital 36082 .276 .447 0 1

resbed =1 resident-to-bed ratio 36034 .06 .153 0 1.996

beds Number of beds 36032 187.424 170.586 1 1928

medicare share Share of Medicare cases 35130 .47 .154 .001 1

Patient characteristics (2004–2014)

casemix Transfer-adjusted casemix index 36034 1.4 .302 .446 4.134

dsh Disproportionate share index, reflecting the prevalence of low-income

patients

36034 .268 .174 0 1.237

Notes: Clean-hsp-ap and Quiet-hsp-ap albeit measured separately, are regarded as one measure “Cleanliness and quietness

of hospital environment” in The Final Rule. Hrecomddy is not listed in The Final Rule, yet, we analyze it since it relates to

overall rating of hospital. Government includes federal, state or local government and hospital district or authority. Section

401 hospitals are treated as rural hospitals.
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6 Results

6.1 Identification

We focus on all measures of patient experience of care: nine incentized measures (cleanliness

and quietness of hospital environment are studied separately) and a measure on recommend-

ing hospital Hrecomdd.

The analysis uses nine out of twelve measures of clinical process of care. The measure

SCIP -Inf4 (Cardiac surgery patients with controlled 6 A.M. postoperative blood glucose)

was incentized only in 2014. Accordingly, they have only one post-reform period, which

is insufficient for identification of the model with the second order autocorrelation.24 We

do not study the dynamics of two clinical process of care measures: AMI-7a (Fibrinolytic

therapy received within 30 minutes of hospital arrival), owing to availability of post-2012

data only for a few hospitals, and SCIP -V TE1 (Surgery patients with recommended venous

thromboembolism prophylaxis ordered), for which the data collection was discontinued in

2013.

Measures in outcome of care/efficiency domain were incentized only in 2014, so we lack

post-reform data to fit second order autocorrelation model with interaction terms.

The Arellano and Bond (1991) test not rejecting the hypothesis about the absence of

order two serial correlation in the first differenced errors holds for seven out of ten patient

experience of care measures and for six out of nine clinical process of care measures. Owing

to unavailability of longer time-series for post-reform data, we cannot estimate higher order

lags and limit our analysis to models with the above 13 measures. The stationary conditions

for the AR(2) process (c1 + c7 < 1, c7 − c1 < 1 and |c7| < 1) are satisfied for each of these

models. The results of the estimation and coefficients for lagged dependent variables and

other explanatory variables are presented in Table 7 in the Appendix C.

6.2 Effect of altruism

Concerning patient experience of care, value-based purchasing has a negative effect for a

few measures. (The only measure, where the effect is positively significant – “definitely

recommend this hospital, Hrecomddy” – is not financially stimulated.)

The reform decreases quality for front-runner hospitals: percentiles 95-100 of measures

on nurse communication (Comp-1-ap) and discharge instructions (Comp-6-yp). Quality

measures, associated with doctor communication (Comp-2-ap), ability to receive help fast

(Comp-3-ap), clean room (Clean-hsp-ap) and overall rating of hospital (Hsp-rating-910) –

24First-order autocorrelation model is inapplicable for these measures as it leaves order two serial correla-
tion in the first differenced errors.
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do not decrease across hospitals in top percentiles. Controlling for two types of regression-

to-the-mean, quality is not affected by the reform for any other percentile group for each

measure (Table 2).

None of clinical process of care measures deteriorates across hospitals in top percentiles

and any other percentile groups. The measure on prophylactic antibiotics, discontinued

within 24 hours after surgery (SCIP -Inf3) increases in all percentiles owing to the reform,

and the absolute value of the effect is higher in percentiles 90-100 and 95-100.

Accordingly, we may not reject Hypothesis I or Hypothesis II, and conjecture that

social preferences are revealed in the behavior of hospitals with the highest quality.

6.3 Sensitivity analysis

To assess the importance of separating mean reversion from the effect of incentives contracts,

we relax our base specification in (15). Firstly, we exclude terms x̃t−s, s = 0, ..., 2 and their

interactions with the reform. This way, the analysis does not control for regression-to-

the-mean both owing to the knowledge about the reform and actual participation in the

reform. So variables x, i.e. hospital beds and a dummy for public hospitals, are included

as time-varying controls. The results demonstrate convergence to the mean for five patient

experience of care measures for most percentile groups (Table 3).

Secondly, we keep x̃t−s, s = 0, ..., 2 but exclude their interactions with the reform vari-

able rt. This specification relaxes the assumption about convergence due to financial stimuli

within value-based purchasing. Estimations show that mean reversion remains for four pa-

tient experience of care measures (Table 4).

The effect of the reform becomes negative for most clinical process of care measures in

both specifications, and the absolute value of the effect is larger in the lowest percentile

groups. These negative coefficients in the bottom percentiles, however, does not necessarily

relate to quality deterioration. Indeed, participation in the reform resulted in better reporting

and expanded patient samples. Larger samples, which particularly apply to the bottom

deciles, make it possible to differentiate between extremely low scores and to reveal quality

more accurately.

Overall, the sensitivity analysis reveals that the values of the average treatment effect

for the front-runner hospitals are downwards biased if we do not account for the mean

reversion. A partial identification of mean reversion (through incorporating the time-effect

and leaving only the reform-participation effect in the long-term mean) leads to smaller bias

than complete non-identification (see “Long-term mean depends on Time&Reform” and

“Long-term mean depends on Time&Reform” plots on Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The average treatment effect of the reform for quality measures in percentiles
95-100 (solid line) and the 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines)

Notes: “Time&Reform”, “Time” and “NeitherTimeNorReform” indicate, respectively, specifications with

long-term mean dependent on 1) time of reform and reform participation, 2) time of reform only and 3)

independent of time or reform participation (baseline specification).
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Table 2: Average treatment effect of incentives contract in percentile groups for each quality measure in dynamic
panel data regression, mean reversion excluded

Patient experience of care Clinical process of care

Comp-1ap Comp-2ap Comp-3ap Comp-6-yp Clean-hsp-ap Hrecomddy Hsp-rating910 AMI-8a HF-1 PN-6 SCIP-Inf3 SCIP-VTE2 PN-3b

τpercentiles0−10 2.007 -0.703 0.452 -0.196 -3.246 -0.980 -1.433 -17.62 31.64 19.03 41.31** -25.59 -4.594

(2.118) (1.686) (3.074) (1.935) (3.253) (2.201) (2.210) (108.6) (28.72) (17.41) (18.38) (35.44) (6.622)

τpercentiles10−20 1.451 -0.175 0.608 -1.282 -2.941 0.176 -1.274 18.82 8.494 -1.616 14.96*** -7.595 0.456

(2.074) (1.998) (3.467) (2.302) (3.289) (2.383) (2.315) (21.41) (5.447) (4.710) (5.364) (6.889) (6.509)

τpercentiles20−30 1.183 0.441 0.958 -2.157 -2.294 0.563 -1.199 19.72 12.29* 7.453 24.42*** -5.825 -2.526

(2.015) (2.607) (3.600) (2.873) (2.617) (2.189) (2.192) (22.58) (7.032) (8.635) (7.543) (7.209) (7.046)

τpercentiles30−40 1.182 -0.196 0.277 -1.934 -2.633 1.216 -1.178 13.91 17.25* 14.32 42.32*** -4.179 -2.859

(1.719) (1.691) (2.862) (2.286) (3.202) (2.580) (2.480) (34.59) (10.05) (13.32) (15.05) (11.36) (6.856)

τpercentiles40−50 0.604 -0.0727 0.146 -2.249 -1.953 1.663 -1.059 -1.790 22.77 12.16 45.14*** -5.093 -2.838

(2.083) (1.596) (2.616) (2.413) (2.536) (2.675) (2.436) (69.99) (14.74) (12.55) (15.92) (15.18) (6.672)

τpercentiles50−60 0.722 -0.335 0.895 -0.540 -1.627 2.424 -1.014 1.643 25.74 12.61 51.98*** -3.939 -4.655

(1.509) (1.141) (2.894) (0.828) (2.196) (3.481) (2.637) (73.73) (15.97) (12.80) (19.18) (17.23) (7.454)

τpercentiles60−70 0.0215 0.430 -0.0664 -2.337 -1.643 2.730 -0.918 2.760 26.27 16.28 19.54*** -2.705 -2.138

(2.140) (1.843) (1.908) (2.318) (2.194) (3.146) (2.708) (75.60) (16.60) (15.37) (6.074) (11.51) (7.777)

τpercentiles70−80 -0.0761 -0.168 0.301 -2.051 -1.011 3.476 -0.883 6.482 30.73 22.65 19.00*** 8.257 -4.118

(1.761) (0.879) (1.819) (1.693) (1.577) (3.604) (2.821) (61.33) (20.92) (19.69) (5.901) (6.532) (6.663)

τpercentiles80−90 -0.308 0.130 0.0703 -2.357 -0.635 3.752 -0.630 -14.36 29.97 23.42 16.34*** 9.006 -2.519

(0.996) (0.921) (1.192) (1.849) (1.325) (3.365) (2.364) (116.9) (20.41) (20.50) (5.647) (6.714) (7.760)

τpercentiles90−100 -1.209* 0.232 -0.131 -1.909* 0.245 3.653* 0.0655 23.82 28.59 -3.555 61.56*** -15.50 -1.786

(0.705) (0.674) (0.809) (1.004) (0.855) (2.109) (1.429) (39.42) (18.59) (6.303) (25.58) (31.65) (7.650)

τpercentiles95−100 -1.504*** 0.313 -0.174 -1.868*** 0.614 3.451** 0.566 9.563 32.34 -5.692 70.25*** -15.94 -1.546

(0.554) (0.700) (0.792) (0.752) (0.802) (1.512) (0.883) (81.25) (22.94) (6.115) (29.98) (32.72) (8.355)

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 3: Average treatment effect of incentives contract in percentile groups for each quality measure in dynamic
panel data regression, reform-participation mean reversion not excluded

Patient experience of care Clinical process of care

Comp-1ap Comp-2ap Comp-3ap Comp-6-yp Clean-hsp-ap Hrecomddy Hsp-rating910 AMI-8a HF-1 PN-6 SCIP-Inf3 SCIP-VTE2 PN-3b

τpercentiles0−10 2.477*** 0.503 0.392 2.442*** -0.603 -2.376*** -0.507 0.233 -4.102*** -4.297*** -2.358*** -17.14* -3.193

(0.535) (0.493) (0.793) (0.404) (0.695) (0.624) (0.548) (3.246) (1.461) (1.310) (1.491) (1.619) (1.632)

τpercentiles10−20 1.306*** 0.196 0.0472 1.649*** -0.464 -1.538*** -0.432 -1.039 -5.512*** -4.380*** -3.528*** -16.06*** -3.171**

(0.320) (0.315) (0.557) (0.272) (0.506) (0.377) (0.345) (3.401) (1.520) (1.226) (1.387) (1.501) (1.512)

τpercentiles20−30 0.925*** 0.0826 -0.113 1.098*** -0.416 -1.161*** -0.415 -0.451 -4.551*** -4.081*** -3.866*** -15.12*** -3.056**

(0.255) (0.242) (0.450) (0.188) (0.430) (0.274) (0.273) (3.252) (1.369) (1.192) (1.278) (1.453) (1.482)

τpercentiles30−40 0.599*** -0.00347 -0.244 0.924*** -0.358 -0.862*** -0.402* 0.110 -3.937*** -3.889*** -3.921*** -14.48*** -3.006**

(0.198) (0.201) (0.365) (0.164) (0.355) (0.201) (0.214) (3.175) (1.321) (1.186) (1.255) (1.483) (1.479)

τpercentiles40−50 0.304* -0.102 -0.332 0.648 -0.308 -0.565*** -0.384*** 0.510 -3.476** -3.807*** -3.984*** -14.26*** -2.985**

(0.156) (0.150) (0.310) (0.130) (0.294) (0.147) (0.179) (3.160) (1.311) (1.187) (1.257) (1.510) (1.480)

τpercentiles50−60 0.206 -0.164 -0.460* 0.799*** -0.249 -0.254* -0.353** 0.732 -3.255*** -3.852*** -4.081*** -14.12*** -2.956**

(0.142) (0.121) (0.238) (0.148) (0.223) (0.132) (0.153) (3.161) (1.313) (1.187) (1.263) (1.538) (1.482)

τpercentiles60−70 -0.188* -0.270*** -0.549*** 0.368*** -0.199 -0.0121 -0.308** 0.777 -2.943** -3.842*** -4.151*** -14.41*** -2.962**

(0.110) (0.101) (0.196) (0.109) (0.173) (0.161) (0.143) (3.160) (1.324) (1.188) (1.259) (1.490) (1.483)

τpercentiles70−80 -0.416*** -0.385*** -0.691*** 0.157 -0.141 0.375 -0.302 0.768 -2.913** -3.659*** -4.311*** -13.96*** -3.008**

(0.109) (0.126) (0.161) (0.104) (0.145) (0.229) (0.159) (3.163) (1.325) (1.187) (1.261) (1.525) (1.480)

τpercentiles80−90 -0.637*** -0.510*** -0.875*** -0.169 -0.0446 0.769** -0.272 0.879 -2.787** -3.729*** -4.412*** -14.08*** -2.944**

(0.128) (0.196) (0.198) (0.124) (0.184) (0.331) (0.205) (3.161) (1.332) (1.186) (1.266) (1.528) (1.482)

τpercentiles90−100 -1.620*** -0.787** -1.322*** -0.701*** 0.139 1.636*** -0.120 1.311 -2.775** -3.744*** -3.878*** -14.36*** -2.943**

(0.278) (0.357) (0.465) (0.189) (0.397) (0.546) (0.413) (3.171) (1.333) (1.193) (1.270) (1.542) (1.485)

τpercentiles95−100 -2.073*** -0.904** -1.600** -1.032*** 0.228 2.128*** 0.0213 1.664 -3.060** -3.785*** -3.796*** -14.40*** -2.958**

(0.366) (0.440) (0.656) (0.239) (0.506) (0.655) (0.532) (3.178) (1.318) (1.194) (1.274) (1.546) (1.486)

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 4: Average treatment effect of incentives contract in percentile groups for each quality measure in dynamic
panel data regression, reform-time and reform-participation mean reversion not excluded

Patient experience of care Clinical process of care

Comp-1ap Comp-2ap Comp-3ap Comp-6-yp Clean-hsp-ap Hrecomddy Hsp-rating910 AMI-8a HF-1 PN-6 SCIP-Inf3 SCIP-VTE2 PN-3b

τpercentiles0−10 1.648*** 0.349 -0.199 2.585*** -0.674 -2.351*** -0.509 -9.486*** -10.85*** -9.091*** -2.057 -20.99*** -6.633

(0.442) (0.327) (0.524) (0.37) (0.457) (0.609) (0.502) (3.158) (1.882) (2.708) (2.562) (2.307) (4.005)

τpercentiles10−20 0.682*** 0.0522 -0.412 1.685*** -0.501* -1.577*** -0.431 -11.62*** -13.11*** -10.97*** -1.68 -25.05*** -7.039

(0.24) (0.185) (0.329) (0.234) (0.297) (0.361) (0.295) (4.344) (2.587) (3.528) (3.492) (4.212) (4.649)

τpercentiles20−30 0.364** -0.0564 -0.51** 1.062*** -0.444* -1.226*** -0.412* -11.62*** -12.81*** -10.16*** -1.928 -24.59*** -6.966

(0.178) (0.128) (0.242) (0.146) (0.233) (0.255) (0.22) (4.344) (2.485) (3.117) (3.16) (3.99) (4.519)

τpercentiles30−40 0.0983 -0.14 -0.591*** 0.867*** -0.374** -0.95*** -0.398*** -11.25*** -12.37*** -9.544*** -2.441 -23.54*** -6.771

(0.126) (0.0975) (0.176) (0.121) (0.171) (0.174) (0.156) (4.109) (2.328) (2.836) (2.606) (3.53) (4.196)

τpercentiles40−50 -0.149* -0.235*** -0.646*** 0.551*** -0.311*** -0.674*** -0.378*** -9.978*** -11.94*** -9.881*** -2.371 -23.13*** -6.685*

(0.0886) (0.0674) (0.137) (0.0852) (0.124) (0.105) (0.118) (3.391) (2.17) (2.969) (2.657) (3.323) (4.019)

τpercentiles50−60 -0.226*** -0.294*** -0.724*** 0.724*** -0.239*** -0.381*** -0.346*** -10.01*** -11.84*** -9.778*** -2.498 -22.99*** -6.517*

(0.0799) (0.0639) (0.106) (0.103) (0.0872) (0.0762) (0.0937) (3.371) (2.144) (2.947) (2.545) (3.275) (3.75)

τpercentiles60−70 -0.551*** -0.396*** -0.778*** 0.233*** -0.178*** -0.16 -0.299*** -10.01*** -11.8*** -9.576*** -1.68 -23.62*** -7.039

(0.0821) (0.0926) (0.111) (0.0709) (0.0964) (0.112) (0.0956) (3.424) (2.128) (2.837) (3.492) (3.459) (4.649)

τpercentiles70−80 -0.744*** -0.507*** -0.867*** -0.00409 -0.106 0.205 -0.293** -10.34*** -11.52*** -9.034*** -1.68 -25.05*** -6.452***

(0.103) (0.14) (0.158) (0.0778) (0.142) (0.191) (0.136) (3.594) (2.041) (2.597) (3.492) (4.212) (3.642)

τpercentiles80−90 -0.922*** -0.627*** -0.981*** -0.376*** 0.0134 0.57* -0.261 -9.119*** -11.58*** -8.963*** -1.68 -25.05*** -7.039

(0.138) (0.208) (0.249) (0.118) (0.24) (0.298) (0.199) (2.947) (2.055) (2.619) (3.492) (4.212) (4.649)

τpercentiles90−100 -1.732*** -0.894*** -1.248*** -0.977*** 0.24 1.382*** -0.104 -10.99*** -11.81*** -11.04*** -2.674 -20.6*** -7.039

(0.301) (0.343) (0.502) (0.199) (0.447) (0.515) (0.425) (4.04) (2.162) (3.558) (2.266) (2.267) (4.649)

τpercentiles95−100 -2.097*** -1.006*** -1.412* -1.352*** 0.351 1.848*** 0.0405 -9.977*** -11.69*** -11.04*** -2.917 -20.39*** -7.039

(0.387) (0.41) (0.665) (0.254) (0.544) (0.622) (0.547) (3.571) (2.148) (3.558) (2.088) (2.248) (4.649)

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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6.4 Internal validity

The analysis exploits longitudinal data, which may lack observations in certain years. Over-

all, the panels are unbalanced but 85–93% of hospitals would have observations in each year.

As robustness check, we conducted analysis with balanced panels and discovered similar dis-

tribution of the dependent variables and negligible difference in the values for the coefficients

for the explanatory variables.

To assess internal validity of the estimates in terms of financial dependence on Medicare’s

beneficiaries, we use the subsample of hospitals with a share of Medicare revenues above 50%

and observe higher values for the adverse effects for patient experience of care measures.

The major limitation of our analyses is the lack of patient-level data. Nonetheless, the

quality measures exploited in the empirical part of the paper are risk-adjusted according

to major patient control variables, for instance age, education and co-morbidities. Yet, our

estimates do not fully control for individual socio-demographic characteristics, which may

influence treatment patterns.

7 Discussion

The knowledge about the altruism may be exploited by a social planner for extracting

rents/providing subsidies based on an altruistic type. However, identification of altruism

requires careful setup and consideration of various factors related to potential noise. Labo-

ratory experiments in healthcare applications control for both physician and patient effects,

and compare physician’s desire to sacrifice profits for an increase in a monetized equivalent of

patient’s benefit (Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011), Ellis and McGuire (1986)). Namely, lab sub-

jects act as physicians and choose among potential healthcare services, given prices and costs

(and hence, physician’s profit) and benefits to a patient with a given severity (Godager et al.

(2015), Godager and Wiesen (2013), Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011)). Concerning empirical

work, we are not aware of any literature which would explicitly quantify altruism. Arguably,

the best approach would be a revelation of altruism through its potential correlation with

observable quality level or via agents’ response to various payment schemes.

It should be noted that altruism is likely to be a function of agents’ and clients’ character-

istics (e.g. may be linked to reciprocity towards clients in greater economic or health need,

or of certain socio-ethnic background) and may have a profession-specific variation over time

(Buurman and Dur (2012)). In particular, while street-bureaucrats and public sector em-

ployees may get more cynical and less altruistic with longer tenure, physicians might become

more altruistic with experience and medical expertise (Roland and Dudley (2015), Godager

et al. (2015), Buurman et al. (2012), Buurman and Dur (2012)). Therefore, extending our
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theoretical approach to a dynamic tournament and incorporating time-dependent altruism

becomes one of directions for future work.

Finally, altruism towards the social value of a product in our approach captures only

certain aspects of the “other-regarding behavior” and may be interpreted as heterogeneous

personal norms, associated with an action which is desirable by a principal (Fischer and

Huddart (2008), Hoffman et al. (1994)). However, social norms that introduce behavioral

and physiological effects to pure economic motives of incentives contracts are much broader.

Examples include intrinsic, ethical, cooperative, reciprocal and other social issues (Arce

(2013), Bolton et al. (2008)).

8 Conclusion

Incentives contracts cause unintended effects for most capable agents: their performance

deteriorates owing to intrinsic behavior, conformism and slacking efforts. Altruistic agents,

however, would be interested in the social value of their performance per se. There is limited

theoretical literature on social preferences in public good games and piece-rate incentives

contracts, but little is known about the effect of altruism on the outcomes of tournaments.

Yet, tournaments become increasingly widespread in public industries, where the number of

agents is large and the distribution of their outcomes is precisely unknown.

The paper demonstrates differential behavioral response to incentives regulations in

healthcare, when a fixed-price contract on quantity is combined with a tournament based on

relative quality performance. We propose a theoretical model, forecasting the adverse effects

for hospitals with the best performance indicators, where motivation and altruism towards

the social value of performance cause quality deterioration.

The predictions of the model are tested in empirical part of the paper, which uses Medi-

care’s hospital level administrative panel data on a recent changeover to a relative quality

performance incentive contract for acute care hospitals. The analysis exploits the dynamic

panel data approach with habit-formation and self-selection. The models account for poten-

tial mean reversion due to the knowledge about the reform and the actual participation in

the reform.

We focus on hospitals with top performance and show that quality dimensions, which

may be linked to patient’s benefit, demonstrate higher deterioration than other incentized

dimensions. In other words, relative performance tournaments may be related to motivation

crowding out owing to the existence of altruism on the healthcare market.

A solution to the unintended effects of the altruism may be found in designing the revela-

tion mechanisms and establishing the redistribution policies by the social planner to achieve

the second-best.
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Appendix A On existence of altruism

A.1 Experimental literature

Laboratory experiments exploit a straightforward application of the agency test, comparing

physician’s desire to sacrifice profits for an increase in a monetized equivalent of patient’s ben-

efit. For example, subjects choose among potential healthcare services within a fixed−price
contract, given prices and costs (and hence, physician’s profit) and benefits of services to an

abstract patient (Godager and Wiesen (2013)). Subjects learn that benefits are converted

into local currency and transfered to an actual charitable institution to support real patients

(Godager et al. (2015), Godager and Wiesen (2013), Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011)). Inter-

estingly, disclosure of the subjects’ choices to their peers raises the frequency of behavior in

favor of patient’s benefit, but has no influence on the probability of the fully selfish choices

(Godager et al. (2015)).

Alternatively, healthcare services and resulting benefits to patients may be contrasted

across different contracts: i.e. cost-based and fixed budget (per capita), as in Hennig-

Schmidt et al. (2011). The results of experiment, when subjects were medical students,

proved the Ellis and McGuire (1986) assumption about the excess supply under cost-based

contracts25 and insufficient provision – under the fixed-price contracts. Additionally, the

experiment shows heterogeneity in patient’s benefit, which depends not only on the payment

mechanism but also on patient’s type (state of health).

An extension of the same experiment contrasts the altruism of medical and non-medical26

students (Hennig-Schmidt and Wiesen (2014)) and discovered that medical students are more

altruistic under each of the analyzed contracts. In addition to the revelation principle, which

is based in this laboratory research on th subjects’ choices, medical and non-medical student

were explicitly asked about their incentives. Verbal responses from all but one medical

student showed concern about patient’s benefit, while non-medical students generally cared

about their own profits.

A further extension of the experiment compares altruism of physicians, medical and

non-medical students (Brosig-Koch et al. (2015b)) and finds that physician’s appear to be

more altruistic than medical students under each contract (e.g. oversupply less than medical

student). An explanation may be linked to an increase of altruism in the course of actual

practice and extended medical expertise (Roland and Dudley (2015)). The experiment as-

sumes that benefit is a concave function of quantity as in Ellis and McGuire (1986) and an

25The finding is similar to the Gruber and Owings (1996) conclusions about cesarean section deliveries in
the U.S. in 1970–1982.

26Almost half of non-medical students come from the faculty of economics
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increase in patient’s severity shifts the benefit function to the right – the same quantity leads

to lower benefit for a more severe patient on the zero to optimal quantity interval and to

higher benefit on the optimal quantity to infinity interval (Brosig-Koch et al. (2015a)).

Green (2014) conducts a laboratory experiment with a cost-based, fixed price and incen-

tives (pay-for-performance) contracts and an agency framework: the subjects are physicians

and patients. Physicians can offer harmful and beneficial services to patients. The results

demonstrated oversupply of beneficial services under cost-based contracts if compared to

fixed price/salaried contracts. Additionally, there is a certain crowding-out effect owing

to the incentives contracts, supplementing cost-based or fixed price pay. The experimental

study by Keser et al. (2014), however, does not discover adverse selection owing to incentives

contracts combined with cost-based remuneration. The difference in results may relate to

varying setups: while Keser et al. (2014) use the Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011) experiment

design with issues specific to healthcare and benefits for real patients, Keser et al. (2014)

exploits a usual motivation scheme: he defines healthcare treatment as physicians’ correction

of mistakes in the course of proofreading patients’ essays, where correct or wrong edits are

interpreted as beneficial or harmful care (i.e. leading to monetary gains or losses by subjects,

who represented patients).

A.2 Empirical literature

Empirical literature commonly focuses on physicians’ responses to different contracts, with

most popular analysis of (the difference in) output under the cost-based and/or fixed-

price/pay-for-performance schedules (see earlier works, such as Gruber and Owings (1996)

and recent literature, e.g. on the natural experiment on the fee-for-service and capitation

payments in Canada: Li et al. (2014), Sarma et al. (2010), Devlin and Sarma (2008)). Al-

though there is a certain response in the volume of services or other output indicators, the

presence of multitasking (Dumont et al. (2008)) may not enable quantification of the degree

of altruism.

Chalkley and Malcomson (2002) consider the Laffont and Tirole (1993) menu of contracts

in case of perfect agency, derive optimal efforts as a function of patient type and cost

parameters, and calibrate the model using the Medicare payments data. The calculation

allows quantifying cost savings owing to a changeover from a fixed price to an optimal

payment schedule.
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Appendix B Price-setting in the U.S. Medicare’s value-

based purchasing

The aggregation of scores within domains is conducted as follows. For each hospital i and

each measure m in clinical process of care, patient experience of care, outcome of care and

efficiency domains achievements points ami (0 ≤ ami ≤ 10) are calculated as:

ami =


10, if ymi ≥ mb

Round

[
9(ymi −ma)

mb −ma

+ 0.5

]
, if ma ≤ ymi < mb

0, if ymi < ma

where ymi is the value of measure m for hospital i in the current period, mb is benchmark,

ma is achievement threshold for measure m. The benchmark and achievement threshold are

respectively set as the mean of the decile at the best-performing hospital and the median in

the empirical distribution of ym, according to the survey in the baseline period. (The mean

of the top deciles are used as benchmarks for measures of clinical process of care, patient

experience of care along with survival rate measures of outcome of care. The mean of the

bottom decile is exploited for complication/infection measures of the outcome of care and

spending per beneficiary).

Improvement points pmi (0 ≤ pmi ≤ 9) for all measures are computed as the difference

between a value of the measure in the current period and the baseline period, normalized by

a hospital’s distance from the benchmark in the baseline period:

pmi = Round

[
10
ymi − ymi0
mb − ymi0

− 0.5

]
, where ymi0 is the score for measure m for hospital i in

the baseline period. Note that incentives for improvement apply only to hospitals below the

benchmark.

The score for each measure is the maximum of improvement and achievement points:

max{ami , pmi }.
Additionally, consistency points ci for patient experience of care domain are calculated

as the lowest of the 8 dimension scores dmi :

ci = Round

[
20 min

m
{dmi } − 0.5

]
, where dmi =

ymi −mf

ma −mf

, mf is the floor for measure (the

minimal value across all hospitals) and m = 1, ..., 8.

The scores for clinical process of care and outcome of care domains are the sum of the

values for all quality measures within domain, divided by the total potential score and

translated into percentage points: di1 =

∑12
m=1 max{ami , pmi }

120
· 100 for clinical process of care

and di3 =

∑3
m=1 max{ami , pmi }

30
· 100 for outcome of care.
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In case of patient experience of care, the domain score is the sum of the values for each

measure plus consistency points, divided by total potential score for quality measures plus

maximum value of consistency points (percentage points): di2 = ci +
8∑

m=1

max{ami , pmi }.

Finally, the total performance score of each hospital is a weighted sum of its domain

scores: tpsi =
K∑
k=1

wkdik, where K is the number of domains in a given year and weights wk

are established by the regulator27 uniform across all hospitals (Table 5).

Table 5: Domain weights

Domain 2013 2014 2015 2016

Clinical process of care 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.10

Patient experience of care 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.25

Outcome of care – 0.3 0.3 0.40

Efficiency – 0.2 0.2 0.25

The values of threshold, floor and benchmark are annually re-estimated, based on the

empirical distribution of hospital-level quality measures (Table 6).

27The lower weight for patient experience of care domain is explained by subjective character of the
measures. With respect to decreasing the weight of the clinical process of care domain, the regulator
explains it by the fact that most measures of the domain are already “topped-up”, i.e. have reached high
threshold and benchmark values (no statistical difference between 75-th and 90-th percentiles). At the same
time, medical practitioners believe that some clinical process of care measures are not strongly correlated
with patients’ adverse outcomes. Accordingly, giving more weight to outcome of care domain (with survival
rates and complication/infection rates) becomes an attempt of a more reasonable approximation of medical
quality.
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Table 6: Incentized quality measures within each domain in 2013–2015

2013 2014 2015

Measure Definition ThresholdBenchmarkFloorThresholdBenchmarkFloorThresholdBenchmarkFloor

Clinical process of care domain

AMI-7a Fibrinolytic therapy received within 30 minutes of hospital arrival 65.48 91.91 – 80.66 96.30 – 72.73 100.00 –

AMI-8a Primary percutaneous coronary intervention received within 90 min-

utes of hospital arrival

91.86 100.00 – 93.44 100.00 – 92.86 100.00 –

AMI-10 Statin prescribed at discharge – – – – – – 90.47 100.00 –

HF-1 Discharge instructions 90.77 100.00 – 92.66 100.00 – 92.09 100.00 –

PN-3b Blood cultures performed in the emergency department prior to initial

antibiotic received in hospital

96.43 100.00 – 97.30 100.00 – 97.13 100.00 –

PN-6 Initial antibiotic selection for CAP in immunocompetent patient 92.77 99.58 – 94.46 100.00 – 93.67 99.83 –

SCIP-Inf1 Prophylactic antibiotic received within 1 hour prior to surgical incision 97.66 100.00 – 98.07 100.00 – 97.87 100.00 –

SCIP-Inf2 Prophylactic antibiotic selection for surgical patients 95.07 99.68 – 98.13 100.00 – 97.88 100.00 –

SCIP-Inf3 Prophylactic antibiotics discontinued within 24 hours after surgery

end time

94.28 99.63 – 96.63 99.96 – 96.15 99.91 –

SCIP-Inf4 Cardiac surgery patients with controlled 6 A.M. postoperative blood

glucose

95.00 100.00 – 96.34 100.00 – 95.80 99.77 –

SCIP-Inf9 Postoperative urinary catheter removal on post operative day 1 or 2 – – – 92.86 99.89 – 93.33 100.00 –

SCIP-Card2 Surgery patients on beta-blocker therapy prior to arrival who received

a beta-blocker during the perioperative period

97.35 99.58 – 95.65 100.00 – 95.12 100.00 –

SCIP-VTE1 Surgery patients with recommended venous thromboembolism pro-

phylaxis ordered

93.07 99.85 – 94.62 100.00 – – – –

SCIP-VTE2 Surgery patients who received appropriate venous thromboembolism

prophylaxis within 24 hours prior to surgery to 24 hours after surgery

93.99 100.00 – 94.92 99.83 – 94.89 99.99 –

Patient experience of care domain

Clean-hsp-ap/ Quiet-hsp-ap Room was always clean/Hospital always quiet at night 62.80 77.64 36.88 63.54 78.10 38.52 64.07 78.90 41.94

Comp-1-ap Nurses always communicated well 75.18 84.70 38.98 75.79 84.99 42.84 76.56 85.70 47.77

Comp-2-ap Doctors always communicated well 79.42 88.95 51.51 79.57 88.45 55.49 79.88 88.79 55.62

Comp-3-ap Patients always received help as soon as they wanted 61.82 77.69 30.25 62.21 78.08 32.15 63.17 79.06 35.10

Comp-4-ap Pain was always well controlled 68.75 77.90 34.76 68.99 77.92 40.79 69.46 78.17 43.58

Comp-5-ap Staff always gave explanation about medicines 59.28 70.42 29.27 59.85 71.54 36.01 60.89 71.85 35.48

Comp-6-yp Yes, staff did give patients discharge information 81.93 89.09 50.47 82.72 89.24 54.73 83.54 89.72 57.67

Hsp-rating-910 Patients who gave hospital a rating of 9 or 10 (high) 66.02 82.52 29.32 67.33 82.55 30.91 67.96 83.44 32.82
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Table 6: Incentized quality measures within each domain in 2013–2015

2013 2014 2015

Measure Definition ThresholdBenchmarkFloorThresholdBenchmarkFloorThresholdBenchmarkFloor

Outcome of care domain

Mort-30-AMI Acute myocardial infarction 30-day survival rate – – – 84.77 86.73 – 84.74 86.24 –

Mort-30-HF Heart failure 30-day survival rate – – – 88.61 90.42 – 88.15 90.03 –

Mort-30-PN Pneumonia 30-day survival rate – – – 88.18 90.21 – 88.27 90.42 –

PSI-90 Patient safety (weighted complication rate) for selected conditions – – – – – – 62.29 45.18 –

Clabsi Central line associated blood stream infection – – – – – – 43.70 0.00 –

Efficiency domain

Mspb Medicare spending per beneficiary – – – Median Mean of – Median Mean of –

lowest lowest

decile decile

Note: Threshold is the percentage point score at 50th percentile, benchmark is score at the mean of top decile, floor is the minimum score based on survey in the baseline

periods (E.g. of 3211 hospitals in the baseline period in Jul 2009-Mar 2010 for FY2013). PSI-90 and Clabsi are respectively, complication and infection rates, so threshold is

lower than benchmark. Source: FY 2013–2015 final rules. Federal Register, Vol.76, No.88, May 6, 2011, Tables 4 and 9; Vol.76., No.230, Nov 30, 2011, pp.74538–74540; Vol.77,

No.170, Aug.31, 2012, pp.53600–53602.
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Appendix C Identification in dynamic panel data models

Table 7: Coefficients for explanatory variables in dynamic panel data regression with excluded mean reversion

Patient experience of care Clinical process of care

Comp-1ap Comp-2ap Comp-3ap Comp-6-yp Clean-hsp-ap Hrecomddy Hsp-rating910 AMI-8a HF-1 PN-6 SCIP-Inf3 SCIP-VTE2 PN-3b

L.y 0.7894*** 0.6182*** 0.6617*** 0.6920*** 0.5856*** 0.6391*** 0.6392*** 0.2269*** 0.4618*** 0.2770*** 0.3968*** 0.3332*** 0.2171***

(0.0261) (0.0299) (0.0249) (0.0262) (0.0301) (0.0325) (0.0222) (0.0300) (0.0179) (0.0212) (0.0213) (0.0273) (0.0189)

L2.y 0.1819*** 0.1111*** 0.2064*** 0.2495*** 0.1068*** 0.0684*** 0.1341*** 0.0231 0.0454*** 0.0509*** 0.0775*** 0.1065*** 0.0745***

(0.0158) (0.0237) (0.0173) (0.0198) (0.0156) (0.0166) (0.0149) (0.0267) (0.0131) (0.0164) (0.0148) (0.0273) (0.0186)

VBP 9.3943*** -7.6784* -0.3554 18.4079*** -8.6264*** -10.7932*** -4.2604** -11.6494** -16.1504*** -12.9022*** -8.3767** -19.1686*** -8.1842*

(2.7021) (4.0531) (2.7860) (3.3551) (3.0645) (2.5211) (2.0088) (5.5488) (2.8423) (3.6499) (3.7788) (4.0745) (4.8583)

L.beds1*VBP -0.0048 0.0131 0.0248 -0.0234 -0.0222 0.0154 -0.0062 -0.1830 0.4361 0.3426 0.5713** -0.0064 -0.2827

(0.0242) (0.0213) (0.0325) (0.0270) (0.0314) (0.0381) (0.0307) (0.7589) (0.3339) (0.2518) (0.2604) (0.2745) (0.4963)

L.beds2*VBP -0.0055 0.0126 0.0232 -0.0236 -0.0229 0.0145 -0.0076 -0.1806 0.3997 0.3414 0.5732** -0.0872

(0.0242) (0.0213) (0.0325) (0.0270) (0.0314) (0.0381) (0.0307) (0.7595) (0.3342) (0.2520) (0.2606) (0.2745)

L2.beds1*VBP 0.0157 -0.0157 -0.0325 0.0168 0.0260 -0.0035 0.0021 0.3387 -0.2967 -0.3056 -0.4475* 0.1504 0.2991

(0.0247) (0.0216) (0.0321) (0.0264) (0.0311) (0.0384) (0.0300) (0.7531) (0.3315) (0.2491) (0.2586) (0.2809) (0.4876)

L.public1*VBP 1.0739 0.3820 3.2098 -1.7689 1.6181 2.1025 6.6240*** -57.7138 -5.0350 25.6313** 6.3707 -16.6724 7.1158

(1.5725) (1.5781) (2.5128) (1.8660) (2.1437) (2.0294) (2.3122) (205.6879) (19.1557) (11.1813) (18.0310) (33.6789) (26.6017)

L.public2*VBP 1.4415 0.4122 3.6182 -1.7145 1.8845 2.3326 6.6440*** -58.0924 -14.3428 24.4659** 4.2058 -29.0420

(1.5658) (1.5735) (2.5043) (1.8723) (2.1334) (2.0314) (2.3112) (205.7196) (19.1711) (11.2080) (18.2587) (33.7938)

L2.public2*VBP -3.9296** -1.6850 -1.5384 1.0419 -2.5772 -4.7608*** -4.3530*** -24.7347 2.7273 -10.1149 -3.8577 -20.2177 10.7601

(1.6253) (1.1885) (2.6462) (1.5201) (1.6250) (1.7415) (1.6680) (178.8295) (23.0941) (10.7844) (11.1079) (21.6388) (29.8762)

L.y*VBP -0.2333*** -0.0911** -0.0407 -0.1890*** 0.0474 -0.0728 -0.0991** -0.0316 -0.0331 -0.0421 -0.0676** 0.0175 0.0016

(0.0472) (0.0452) (0.0405) (0.0492) (0.0436) (0.0539) (0.0467) (0.0420) (0.0276) (0.0315) (0.0323) (0.0327) (0.0399)

L2.y*VBP 0.1075*** 0.1820*** 0.0359 -0.0243 0.0658** 0.2217*** 0.1557*** 0.1300*** 0.1203*** 0.1344*** 0.0907*** 0.0091 0.0379

(0.0361) (0.0408) (0.0359) (0.0401) (0.0306) (0.0406) (0.0363) (0.0425) (0.0291) (0.0338) (0.0342) (0.0375) (0.0408)

emergency -0.0326 -0.0468 0.1976 0.3860 0.7827** 0.3741 0.7449** -3.1932 0.9997 -0.3913 -0.2091 -0.0863 -0.1965

(0.2900) (0.2725) (0.4100) (0.3304) (0.3204) (0.3685) (0.3776) (4.1225) (1.5361) (1.2160) (1.3756) (2.5583) (1.9618)

urban -0.7343 -2.5779*** -1.4570*** -0.6837* -1.4798* 1.1526** -0.2197 14.3119 7.3709** 3.6359 19.9688*** 12.0555** 14.6432***

(0.5707) (0.5806) (0.5591) (0.3980) (0.7629) (0.5570) (0.5245) (8.7693) (3.5093) (2.4061) (4.3559) (5.0964) (4.6105)

medicare share -0.5353 -4.1041*** -6.5095*** -1.7298 -3.5013** -4.0065*** -2.7251** 33.6939* 30.7172*** 32.9146*** 44.6592*** 51.4674*** 52.9502***

(1.1163) (0.8923) (1.6426) (1.0831) (1.4367) (1.2210) (1.3390) (18.1090) (7.4909) (5.3167) (7.3034) (10.2793) (7.8593)

casemix 1.3680** 2.7956*** 3.0423*** 1.6773*** 3.1277*** 2.2513*** 3.4754*** 1.8423 -5.9895 -3.5281 -10.9197*** -12.0275** -24.2588***

(0.5837) (0.4988) (0.7904) (0.5894) (0.8421) (0.7043) (1.0176) (9.2485) (4.1958) (3.4357) (3.8453) (4.7366) (4.3692)

resbed 2.7305** 1.2383 -4.0469 -1.3535 0.5306 1.7021 2.9193** -34.7010* 16.7339** 19.7898** 11.4748 -2.3512 43.6394**
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Table 7: Coefficients for explanatory variables in dynamic panel data regression with excluded mean reversion

Patient experience of care Clinical process of care

Comp-1ap Comp-2ap Comp-3ap Comp-6-yp Clean-hsp-ap Hrecomddy Hsp-rating910 AMI-8a HF-1 PN-6 SCIP-Inf3 SCIP-VTE2 PN-3b

(1.3837) (1.2418) (2.8758) (1.3589) (1.9935) (2.0560) (1.1728) (18.1810) (6.8103) (8.3475) (9.2728) (9.7484) (16.9643)

dsh 0.9630 2.7781** 3.6532 -2.1902 -0.5024 -4.7862*** -4.0982** 61.7291*** 5.6364 0.7381 -16.5786* -4.9375 -11.8544

(1.0872) (1.1903) (2.4680) (1.3910) (1.4841) (1.6197) (1.6272) (20.7657) (8.7846) (5.5956) (8.9364) (10.0214) (7.7278)

beds1 -0.0023 -0.0039*** -0.0049*** -0.0023* -0.0041** -0.0022 -0.0065*** -0.0341** -0.0005 0.0125* 0.0072 0.0077 0.0152

(0.0015) (0.0012) (0.0018) (0.0012) (0.0020) (0.0016) (0.0019) (0.0138) (0.0085) (0.0073) (0.0067) (0.0099) (0.0117)

beds2 -0.0012 -0.0034* -0.0024 0.0003 -0.0004 -0.0003 -0.0042 0.0038 -0.0477 -0.0176 0.0843*** -0.0709 -0.0366

(0.0021) (0.0020) (0.0033) (0.0018) (0.0032) (0.0030) (0.0030) (0.0697) (0.0355) (0.0310) (0.0316) (0.0474) (0.0992)

L.beds1 0.0033* 0.0029* 0.0049** 0.0029* 0.0038 0.0017 0.0065*** 0.0200 0.0036 0.0023 -0.0024 0.0146 -0.0015

(0.0018) (0.0016) (0.0021) (0.0017) (0.0024) (0.0023) (0.0021) (0.0140) (0.0063) (0.0050) (0.0064) (0.0118) (0.0060)

L.beds2 0.0051 -0.0091 -0.0264 0.0225 0.0215 -0.0174 0.0094 0.1150 -0.3871 -0.3351 -0.6575** 0.0841 0.2890

(0.0241) (0.0213) (0.0321) (0.0266) (0.0317) (0.0379) (0.0304) (0.7508) (0.3307) (0.2409) (0.2555) (0.2738) (0.5162)

L2.beds1 -0.0027* -0.0018 -0.0014 -0.0003 -0.0053** -0.0016 -0.0031 0.0277** 0.0020 -0.0070** 0.0027 -0.0051 0.0021

(0.0016) (0.0015) (0.0020) (0.0016) (0.0023) (0.0021) (0.0020) (0.0119) (0.0060) (0.0034) (0.0048) (0.0140) (0.0037)

L2.beds2 -0.0165 0.0129 0.0349 -0.0170 -0.0285 0.0041 -0.0037 -0.2648 0.3217 0.3229 0.4603* -0.1087 -0.2576

(0.0247) (0.0214) (0.0317) (0.0259) (0.0310) (0.0379) (0.0295) (0.7398) (0.3268) (0.2392) (0.2541) (0.2737) (0.4871)

public1 0.3439 -0.1633 0.0773 -0.1808 0.1516 -0.1916 -0.8335 -4.0722 0.5547 -1.6423 2.2439 1.8859 1.3710

(0.3561) (0.3163) (0.4984) (0.3797) (0.4514) (0.4081) (0.5520) (4.4614) (2.3263) (1.4235) (1.8626) (2.9655) (2.0086)

public2 1.9732*** 0.6211 1.9646* 1.3542 0.9158 1.7900* 1.3383 8.0195 6.2646 -3.6699 -2.4472 -1.0501 -9.9968

(0.7073) (0.7517) (1.0464) (0.8258) (0.8661) (1.0140) (1.0345) (13.4431) (5.5522) (4.2054) (5.9193) (8.8678) (8.5206)

L.public1 0.6138* 0.5667 -0.0873 0.0832 0.4436 -0.0342 0.7725 -4.6380 2.0628 3.1046* -1.3785 5.3413 -2.5078

(0.3641) (0.3497) (0.5925) (0.3876) (0.4994) (0.4925) (0.6217) (4.0695) (1.9263) (1.7183) (1.6914) (3.5181) (2.0565)

L.public2 -2.9397* -0.8411 -6.2829*** 0.0993 -1.4582 -3.4540* -7.9213*** 61.4696 12.1015 -17.6291* 1.7658 19.3108 8.1379

(1.5336) (1.6557) (2.4374) (1.6708) (2.2709) (2.0240) (2.2640) (202.7012) (18.6481) (10.4161) (17.0034) (31.1128) (26.0363)

L2.public1 -0.5431 -0.5372 -0.2622 0.5432 -0.6252 0.7542 -0.1458 11.4665** -0.6746 -2.7809 4.3841** 0.7485 0.3930

(0.3574) (0.3284) (0.5403) (0.3742) (0.4591) (0.4960) (0.5508) (4.8732) (2.0560) (1.8284) (2.0134) (2.7787) (2.0548)

L2.public2 3.4552** 1.1734 2.3968 -0.6482 1.3626 4.7059*** 4.5267*** 14.6838 -7.9107 9.5507 5.3828 29.9884 -9.3206

(1.5793) (1.1164) (2.5699) (1.4853) (1.5058) (1.6296) (1.5600) (176.3521) (22.9922) (9.9862) (10.6748) (20.7945) (27.9580)

Constant 2.0568 21.5069*** 8.6186*** 5.1267** 20.9077*** 19.8218*** 13.7186*** 7.7946 21.4172** 42.2163*** 27.3946*** 27.9685*** 56.0549***

(2.5882) (3.8782) (3.0581) (2.4851) (3.1232) (2.6496) (2.2415) (20.8647) (8.3480) (5.6401) (8.2651) (10.7857) (8.9225)

Obs 18,004 18,004 18,002 17,996 18,004 18,003 18,002 11,496 25,575 26,620 22,710 17,986 23,556

Hospitals 3,337 3,337 3,337 3,335 3,337 3,336 3,336 1,601 3,292 3,333 3,308 3,231 3,288

Arellano-Bond test statistics -0.236 -1.778 -1.605 -0.898 -1.047 -0.0223 0.0183 1.415 1.566 -1.523 -0.444 0.358 -1.007

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses. Arellano-Bond test statistics for absence of order 2 serial correlation in the first-differenced errors.
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Appendix D History of incentives contracts on quality

for the inpatient care in the U.S.

Numerous private and public programs linking quality and payment in healthcare existed in

the U.S. in the early 2000s, mostly at employer or state level (Ryan and Blustein (2011), Damberg

et al. (2009), Pearson et al. (2008), Rosenthal (2008), Damberg et al. (2005), Rosenthal et al.

(2004)). The nationwide quality-performance reimbursement started with the Hospital Qual-

ity Incentive Demonstration (HQID), when 33 quality measures for five clinical conditions

(heart failure, acute myocardial infarction, community-acquired pneumonia, coronary-artery

bypass grafting, an hip and knee replacement) were accumulated from voluntarily partici-

pating hospitals.28 266 out of these quality-reporting 613 hospitals opted for the pay-for-

performance project (initially established for 2003-2006, and later extended to 2007-2009).

The project provided respectively 2% and 1% bonus payments for hospitals in the top and

second top deciles of each quality measure. On the other hand, hospitals in the bottom two

deciles (as of the end of the third year of the project) were to receive 1-2% penalties. It

should be noted that HQID redistributed funds between top and bottom hospitals, while

value-based purchasing applies deductions or rewards to all hospitals. Therefore, the poten-

tial impact of value-based purchasing might be expected to be higher than that of HQID

(Kahn et al. (2006)).

Overall, the financial incentives helped improve the quality of the participant hospitals,

but the improvement was inversely related to baseline performance (Lindenauer et al. (2007)).

Moreover, low-quality hospitals required most investment in quality increase, yet, they were

not financially stimulated (Rosenthal et al. (2004)). This outcome might have been the reason

for an extension of reimbursement rules within value-based purchasing into achievement and

improvement points.

The accumulation of the measures within the Hospital Quality Incentive was followed

by the launch of the Surgical Care Improvement Project (SCIP) and Hospital Consumer

Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS). HCAHPS was started in 2007

as the first national standardized survey with public reporting on various dimensions of

patient experience of care (HCAHPS online (2013)), and its measures constitute the patient

experience of care domain in value-based purchasing. The measures of the clinical process of

care domain are collected within Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting (IQR) program. These

are measures for acute clinical conditions stemming from the Hospital Quality Incentive (i.e.

AMI, heart failure, pneumonia), as well as measures from the Surgical Care Improvement

28The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) - Premier database.
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Project and Healthcare Associated Infections. Note that since 2009 Medicare’s hospitals are

financially punished for not submitting the IQR quality measures.

The success of the HQID pilot in terms of average enhancement of hospital quality has

resulted in the nationwide introduction of pay-for-performance within a prospective payment

system – a value-based purchasing reform, started in FY2013.
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